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Future is now!



The ADR Group has more than 60 years of experience in the agricultural machinery and always the same desire to 
propose new solutions!

The Teknoax axle represents this dynamism, towards the future!
 
The Teknoax is an axle with a tubular, monobloc and seamless body. This new technology enhances safety, endurance 
and the performance of your machines, because agriculture is a job where these abilities are necessary!

TEKNOAX future is now!

Discover the
       axles TEKNOAX

> Integral body
> Smart fit
> Strain flow
> Clever seal
> Optimal design
> Spin just
> Predisposition for inflating system
> E-brain



> Strain flow
is the best geometry for the coupling area between the spindle 
and the axle body, without any sudden changes in the cross-
section, for ultimate safety against strain. There is no longer a 
rupture of material in this section and the thickness is ideally 
distributed where the forces are the highest. The hollow body 
also facilitates the establishment of the tyre pressure control 
system.

> Clever seal
is the lubrication system by Teknoax with box-type seals that 
guarantee excellent lubrication of the hub bearings, protecting 
them against atmospheric agents and allowing clean 
maintenance. They can incorporate the ABS phonic wheel. 

> Optimal design
Design efforts have made it possible to add all the specific 
innovations, while using as much as possible of proven 
elements, to obtain a reliable and robust axle. 

> Spin just
Is an innovative system designed to adjust axial play in the 
bearings with precisely. This adjustment, combined with the 
hub-and-spindle assembly, increases the durability of the 
bearings and helps make maintenance less expensive.  
 

> Smart fit
is the special cold modelling of the square section of the axle 
body which enhances the axle’s flexural strength.
The reduction in the axle body mass compared to solid square-
section axle bodies which are still widespread in the agricultural 
field is in the order of 50% for the same performance levels, so 
it is a net gain of payload for your vehicles.

> Integral body
is a tubular monobloc axle body with integrated spindles, 
obtained through hot plastic deformation.
This seamless design makes it possible to obtain an axle with a 
continuous structure. The material is locally forged, increasing 
the thickness in the zone of contact with the bearings.
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> Predisposition for inflating system
Teknoax axles can be fitted with the option ‘’ air drilling ‘’. 
This system allows manufacturers a simpler mounting of the inflating 
system on the vehicle. The axles have a connection on the front of the 
spindle and a connection at the rear of the drum at the trailer frame. This 
option is available on all Teknoax fixed and steering axles.
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It is the electronic traceability system, which contains:

> The identification data of the axle.
> Planned maintenance service of your vehicle.
> The identification of components for technical service and the 
adequate supply of spare parts.

The chip is permanently inserted into the 
axle body and the information is readable 
by the dedicated mobile application. While 
a standard identification plate is no longer 
readable after a long period of use, the new 
system allows the axle not to lose its identity.

How it works ?

1. Download the mobile 
application on your smartphone.

2. Start the application

3. Remove the cap of the axle

4. Place your phone near the hub

5. The application reads the axle identification 
data from the chip

6. The application shows you, the axle code, the 
production order number and the list of spare 
parts. It remains only to contact us to order parts 
needed...

> Electronic chip

RFID - E-brain
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